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As president Obama is due to arrive in Copenhagen to participate in the summit’s last day of 
negotiations, things are getting interesting around Belle Center. Activists have clashed with 
police, Hillary Clinton made a big announcement, the UN leaked a document warning that 
tougher targets are needed, and climate deniers tried to derail any regulation agreement at all. 

From Copenhagen, True/Slant’s Jeff McMahan wrote about Senator James Inhofe, who vowed to 
lead his “truth squad” to Copenhagen to enlighten the masses with his proclamations of global 
warming opinion, as quoted on Bloomberg: “it is the second-largest hoax ever played on the 
American people, after the separation of church and state.” 

Instead, according to McMahan: Inhofe, the ranking Republican member of the Senate’s 
Environment and Public Works Committee, zipped into Copenhagen with a lone staffer, then 
held a hastily organized press conference in the Media Center at the UN Climate Change 
Conference. 

Inhofe’s effort to scuttle climate regulation emerged from his personal crystal ball: 

"We’re not going to be passing a climate change bill.” In addition, he claimed, without a speck 
of evidence; the science has been debunked and the hoax has been perpetuated by Hollywood 
elites. Then Inhofe and his staffer quickly left Belle Center to fly back to the U.S. 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton silenced rumors that the United States was not willing to 
contribute enough financially to help poorer countries deal with the effects of global warming 
over the next decade, when she announced the U.S. commitment of $100 billion dollars per year 
by 2020. The European Union has already made such an agreement, which is crucial in forging a 
climate change pact with the United Nations. 

Clinton said the U.S. funding would be subject to agreements of transparency by all signing 
nations, which is something that China has been reluctant to embrace. 

“If China does not agree to transparency,” said Clinton, “it could be a deal-  
breaker.” 



 
Furthermore, the Washington Post reported Thursday that an undisclosed official at Copenhagen 
said China had indicated a decisive deal will not likely to be struck by the close of the summit on 
Friday, December 18th. 
 
However, if the framework for a basic agreement can be hammered out, it could be continued at 
the 2010 climate meeting. 
 
Regarding Hillary Clinton’s announcement, Kassie Siegel, director of the Climate Law Institute 
of the Center for Biological Diversity, had this to say: 
 
“The United States may finally have pledged to help pay for more lifeboats, but without 
committing to meaningful emissions reductions, President Obama is still steering the Titanic 
directly toward the iceberg.” 

A new development came early Friday morning and was reported by the Telegraph.co.uk. It 
seems to support Ms. Siegel’s assessment. It states that a leaked UN document offers proof that 
current targets to reduce greenhouse gases won’t be enough to avoid future catastrophic climate 
consequences. 

In fact, according to the Telegraph.co.uk report, the world could end up with a temperature 
increase of 5.4 f (3C), which would cause a rise in sea levels, droughts, floods and mass 
extinction of species. 

The report goes on to say that Kumi Naidoo, the executive director of Greenpeace International, 
called the document a “smoking gun” that puts pressure on world leaders to increase targets on 
cutting greenhouse gas emissions. 

“This is the single most important piece of paper in the world today. It shows in stark terms that 
the climate deal on the table in Copenhagen would put at risk the very viability of our 
civilization on Earth,” said Naidoo. “A three degree rise in temperatures means devastation for 
Africa and the possible collapse of the eco-systems that billions of humans rely on.” 

But, Lord Stern, a respected UK economist did his own study based on the same science, and he 
feels the world could still keep temperatures below 3.6F (2C), due to the resulting green stimulus 
that could further curtail greenhouse gases. 

"Progress has been made over the past few months on the road to Copenhagen on emissions 
reductions,” Stern claims. “We are just a few billion tons short of the target of 44 billion tons of 
greenhouse gases in 2020, which is consistent with a cost-effective pathway for a reasonable 
chance of avoiding a rise in global average temperature of more than 2C.” 

Congressman Jay Inslee (WA-D) has also been optimistic as part of the Pelosi team in 
Copenhagen. 



“This year the House took a major step in addressing global warming while laying the 
foundation to become the leader in the new energy economy,” said Inslee in a Wednesday press 
release. “Copenhagen is a real opportunity to address what the facts are telling us; the earth is 
warming and humans are primarily responsible.” 

Even George W. Bush’s head of Council for Environmental Quality, James L. Connaughton, 
under an administration that suppressed and edited climate reports and photographic evidence—
made this statement from Copenhagen: 

Climate change is “absolutely” a proven phenomenon that demands a response. “It’s not a 
question of whether we need to cut emissions and cut them massively,” he said. “It’s a question 
of can we find the right policy tools at the domestic level and the international level to do so 
cost-effectively.” 

Cost-effectively? 

The cost really won’t matter if planet Earth passes the tipping point of no return on reigning in 
the C02 of an industrialized world that belches 90 million tons of greenhouse gases into 
atmosphere every single day. 

Tick tock. 

 
 


